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THE STRIKE'S OFF
by CarlFriesen
Maintenance and custodial
workers at WLU, on strike since
January 11, voted Tuesday night to
accept the Administrations's latest
offer.
A Tuesday afternoon meeting
with the Administration called by
the Union resulted in a
"recommendation to accept",
according to Canadian Union of
Public Employees (CUPE) President
Richard Anderson.
Membership voted on the offer
that evening and were to be back on
the job starting with the regular
night shift last night.
A joint press release issued by the
Union and the Administration
provides for a two year agreement,
expiring Oct. 13, 1982to replace the
old contract which expired on Oct
13, 1980.
across the board with an additional
5c for employees classified as
Custodian 11. A cost of living
allowance will be given in the last
two quartersof the second year if the
Consumer Price Index (CPI)
increases by an amount greater than
10.4%,up to a maximum increase of
18c per hour.
In addition to the above increases
the agreement provides for
_
a
settlement payment of $25 for each
employee who was on strike.
During the 10-day strike, a 24-
-hour picket line was maintained
around the whole university except
for the Seminary which was not
affected.
Cleaning services were disrupted
at the university itselfand deliveries
of supplies such as food were
slowed.
One of the most critical services
halted by the strike was the garbage
disposal, normally handled by a
unionised company whose drivers
refused to cross the picket lines to
collect the garbage during thestrike.
Tuesday's offer and the decision
to accept came as a surprise to many
as the union had turned down an
offer made last Friday by an 80%
majority vote on Sunday, and both
sides seemed to be preparing for a
long wait until the next meeting.
This offer would have given a 68c
per hour wage increase for all
workers in the first year with 5c
more in April of 1981. Female
"cleaners" paid under the old
contract $4.97 per hour while male
"custodians" received $6.19, would
have received an additional 5c
increase. In the second year of the
contract, all workers would have
been given a base increase of 70c
with another 5c for cleaners.
The Union was holding out for its
original demands of increases of75c
for each of the two years, with the
cleaners being given a 5c raise each
year. An 18c per hour COLA
increase would have been frozen
until 1982,unless the CPI rose more
than the equivalent of the wage
increase.
In an interview Wednesday
morning, Personnel Director and
Negotiator/Spokesperson for the
university Earl Rayner reiterated his
view that the original offer the
university made was fair.
Union local President John
Campbell said he was glad" the
question was settled.
The new contract is retroactive to
Oct. 14, 1980 and calls for a 71c
hourly wage increase for all
employees with a 5c per hour
additional increase for those
classified as Custodian 11. This is a
new classification used to describe
the female "cleaners".
Another increase becomes
effective on October 14, 1981,and
provides for another 70c increase
PIC
BY
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Garbage was still accumulating In the residences Monday as disposal companies refused to
cross the Picket lines.
Room for one more?
by Sonya Ralph
Much concern has been
verbalized in the past two weeks that
Dr. Cam Davis, of the Faculty of
Sociology, would not have his
contract renewed for next year. Few
tenure contracts seem to be offered
at Laurier recent years due to the
fear of decreasing enrollment, but
the members of SOCAN, The
Sociology students society
are interested in their education of
the near future.
Many of the students are upset
over the possible loss of Davis, who
is indispensible in their eyes. The
President of SOCAN, Shawn
-■Souder, said, "We sawhow valuable
Cam was and the thoughts of him
not being here next year were
devastating." The students were
informed by the Faculty that the
reasons behind the decision were
twofold.The administration wanted
a type of 'roll-over position' which
could accomodate any department
according to the need that
enrollment dictates. In this way,
"new blood" would continue to
rejuvenate the campus. Similarily,
the rear of shifting enrollment was
discussed.
While the students do sympathize
with the problem of an unsure
enrollment pattern, they want a
professor with which they can
establish some type of rapport on a
long term basis. Craig Richardson
says, "Our arguement stems from
the fact that weare vitally concerned
students who demand a quality
education, and quality begins in
those that instruct us."
At present the students are
organizing to express their concerns
to Dean Muncaster, The Board of
Govtrners, WLUSU, Dr. Weir, and
the Chairman of their Faculty, Dr.
Guenther. Richardson speaks for
the group in saying, "Werealize it is
happening all across campus. We
feel he is an exception worth
supporting."
Cam Davis was spoken of as
"innovative, enthusiastic,
approachable and indespensible to
the department" by his students. In
the four years since he has been at
Laurier he has published a
Sociology handbook, been a co-
ordinator for the professor
evaluations, established fourth year
research projects and set up a
computer program for the sociology
students. Davis said, "I have not
received anything in writing and my
contract signed indicated it ends
July Ist. I had thought there would
be a contract offerred." He is in the
process of long term research at
Laurier an "is personally concerned
because it interupts my ongoing
study." Davis says that the student
support is "overwhelming and I
didn't count on it or solicit it."
Dr. Muncaster, the Academic
Dean ofArts and Sciences felt it was
an inappropriate time for comment
since "no legal decision has been
made." Souder commented that the
students were "extremely hurt and
outraged that we are not allowed in
the decision making" with Jane
Vock adding, "We think it isa moral
issue . . . wrong is about to be
commited with the sociology
students suffering."
Fire on Bricker St.
by Rodger Tschanz
Fine Arts students taking classes
in 28 Bricker will haveto put up with
the smellofsmoke for a few weeks at
least after a fire last Friday did
approximately $1500 damage to the
building.
A part-time student working in
the house between 6:30 and 7:00
p.m. noticed the smell of smoke but
could not determine where it was
coming from. She went to thelibrary
and called Security at 7:05. Security
reached the house shortly thereafter
to find the building full of smoke
and a hole of 2 ft. diameter in the
kitchen floor. No other students
were in the building at the time and
the fire was out.
Fire Prevention Officer Larry
Hobson was called in to investigate
the blaze to determine its causes. A
wire running under thekitchen floor
connecting the garage with the fuse
box in the house had developed a
short circuit thereby creating
enough heat to set off the fire. Nails
from the floor above the wire
conducted the heat to the surface.
Coincidentally a bag ofoilyrags was
placed over this hot spot.
Normally this bag of dirty and
oily rags is picked up to be cleaned
on Friday, but due to the strike, the
cleaners didn't make the pick-up.
Made highly flammable by the oil,
therags quickly into an intensely hot
blaze creating the smoke and the
hole.
This hole has since been repaired
with a piece ofplywood and as John
Ball, chief of Security says, it is as
safe as can be possible for a building
with volatile substances in it can be.
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Conrad Hall at Peace
by Karin Neukamm
Finally, the controversy that has
plagued Clara Conrad Hall since
last November seems to have been
resolved.
During this school year, a
significantly high number of
complaints have been made
concerning the situation in WLU's
largest women's residence. Security
reports that men have been seen
openly coming and going from the
residence at hours that are clearly
not "man hours." Uninvited groups
ot male students have been turned
away from Conrad with great
difficulty by residents trying to
regulate who enters the building.
Also, reported damage to the
building by non-residents has
greatly increased over past years.
A break-in and theft at the
Hickory Street Residence, not
thought to be in as bada situationas
Conrad Hall, triggered immediate
actions at the Conra.d residence.
Dean Nichols ordered the buzzer
system of opening the main door
from the rooms to be cut offuntil he
could meet with the ladies inConrad
to discuss the problem.
At such a meeting in late
November, numerous women
voiced their feelings on Dean
Nichols' actions, their view of the
situation and possible solutions to
the problems. Many felt that the
Dean had overreacted by shutting
off the entry-security system before
consulting the women. However
they also recognized the Dean's
position and his feelings ofconcern
about the security of the women.
Laura Warne, don of C 1,
suggested thatpart of the vandalism
problem might be caused by the
lateness of the second panty raid
resulting in a general feeling of
tenseness.
Other speculations expressed by
the residents centred around the
possible misinterpretation of the
symptoms. It was suggested thatthe
accessability to Conrad Hall is no
easier than before and that damage
is on par with other years, however
Dean Nichols rejected these ideas.
He cited specific data on complaints
made to him by residents who
disliked the freedom with which
ment roamed the halls, and by
cleaning staff who, having seen
messes in the past yearsof their work
here, found that this year's damage
far exceeds that of the past.
A number of alternatives were
presented to the residents ofConrad
Hall, namely reinstatement of the
buzzer system either on a full-time
or part-time basis, a proctor system
Or increased security surveillance of
the building.
Because of the difficulty in
running a proctor system, especially
using residents as unpaid proctors,
this possiblity was dismissed. Those
at the meeting voiced their wish that
security be more visible on campus
generally and at night specifically. A
referendum to decide what to do
about the buzzer system resulted in
an overwhelming majority in favour
of a timed buzzer entry system.
In response to this vote taken by
House Council Dean Nichols has
ordered the installation of a buzzer
system that will have an adjustable
time switch. In this way theresidents
themselves may have a say in the
timing if they wish to alter it(during
exams as opposed to other times.)
It therefore appears that the
problems have been laid to rest.
Conrad Hall remains open to male
visitors from 10 am until midnight
during the week and all weekend
long, provided they are admitted by
a resident whose responsibility they
remain. And the modified buzzer
entry system should work out to be
convenient yet more secure than the
twenty-four hour system.
REPORT
ON WILF'S
by Joanne Rimmer
All seems to be running fairly
smoothly at Wilf s. There have been
a few changes in the administration,
however. Since Mike Belanger has
transferred to the Housing Office,
the position of Liquor Services Co-
ordinator has been filled by Jim
O'Keefe, as of Friday. He is
presently handling both the job of
co-ordinator and his other job of
Lounge Supervisor until someone is
hired for the latter position. Denise
Vandry is also managing Wilfs.
She is responsible for afternoons
and evenings. Jim O'Keefe will
ultimately be working days and
special service bars only, once
someone is found to fill his position
at the Turret. Applications for this
position are now being accepted.
MEET THE PEOPLE
by Barb Wolfe Leeming
FOr the 800 or so students taking
100levelbusiness courses, the names
Branscombe and Moullmight ring a
bell. It all depends on whether you
are able to make it to 8:30 class'or if
you're lucky enough to have
scheduled a later one.
Both Fraser Moull, the young
blond with friendly blue eyes and
Paul Branscombe, the slim red
beard, started their teaching careers
at Laurier this past July. They both
also graduated in July with their
MBA's. Moull from York and
Branscobe, as Moull puts it, is from
Queens, "which is unfortunate for
him."
Their ages are also commonly
shared-almost. As is their lack of
business operation in "the real
world". But considering they also
have in common an infinitenumber
of first year students of WLU
business, this is probably more than
adequate compensation for reality.
Neither Mister (they're not
professors foryears, if ever)grew up
dreaming of becoming teachers.
Both were more or less offered the
job and could think of little reason
to turn it'down. Considering the
nature ofbusiness, this show ofself-
interest is a perfect prerequisite.
Branscombe and Moull both
enjoy teaching at WLU, though
when asked if he'd been able to
formulate any opinions of the
university yet, Moull answered that
he was "still working on it."
Speaking of working on it, you're
probably wondering howagraduate
moves straight from student to
teacher without the benefit of
teachers' training college. It seems
they receive extensivecoachingfrom
Jim McCutcheon and Mike
McMullen, their Bus 100 level
predecessors. Summer term was also
good preparation for them, where
small class groups made it easier to
face larger auditoriums of blank
faces.
Faces do become familiar though
as both men try to get involved with
students on alessformal basis. After
class meetings in Wilfs, having
clothes removed by a TA class, and
participating in tricycle races are all
part of the job it seems.
As Moull summed it up, "I'm still
a student at heart."
Well, we welcome these two past
students, present lecturers and
future anythings to the WLU school
of business. They make a fine
addition to the tradition of
McCutcheon and McMullen.
P.S. A word to the wise of
121...Learn your accounting!
Life on The Line
by Mike Strathdee
In most labour disputes, there is
usually more to the picture than
management versus workers'
grievances. When a union goes on
strike, members are effectively
withdrawing their services. When
this occurs, those who depend upon
these services are caught in the
middle.
The contract dispute between the
university and the Physical Plant
and Planning maintenence workers
resulted in on-campus students
being caught in the middle, and
finding themselves doing without
services which they paid for as part
of their residence fees last
September.
The post office had not been
crossing the picket line, until
Monday and consequently no mail
was coming into the university.
The effects which the strike has
had upon the day to day lives of
individual students varies from
residence to residence. Last week,
the residents of Little House found
themselves without water from
Thursday noon until about Friday
noon.
Students in Euler-Leopold
residence were also without water
last Thursday but only for about 4
hours, according to SheilaBoudreau
who is a don in Euler residence. For
Sheila, the strike has taken quite a
lot of time off of her schedule,
mainly asking people toput ina little
effort in order to keep their
residence respectably clean.
Cheryl Oleniuk, head resident at
Little House also found that her
duties have increased due to the
janitor's strike. Head residents are
now responsible for giving out clean
linen to students.
Two individuals who have been
kept quite busy over the past week
are the Supervisory maintenance
people, Jim Evans and Joe Wey.
They have been working overtimein
order to fix water problems,plugged
toilets and other emergencies.
At Willsion Hall, Head Resident
lan Troop says that there were no
real problems. In fact, he admitted
that "it is surprising how clean
things have been kept." While
acknowledging the fact thatstudents
are somewhat hesitant to clean the
washrooms, he feels that everything
is pretty much in order. Lan stated
that the level of responsibility
demonstrated by the students
throughout the strike may cause
management to re-evaluate the
maintenance staff. Lan feels that the
university could save itself and the
students money. He thinks that by
making it the responsibility of
students on each individual floor to
clean up after themselves, the
university could cut down on the
custodial staff, perhaps having one
or two people come in one day a
week to do repairs.
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Inter-Residence
Meeting
by JaneAllan
Mail, food, and footing were
student concerns voiced Friday by
members of the inter-residence
council which met with Earl W.
Rayner, Director of Personnel at
Laurier, to discuss what Rayner
termed the "inconveniences of the
current situation."
As a result of striking C.U.P.E.
local 296, students in residence were
not receiving mail, and some were
expecting important correspon-
dence regarding employment
opportunities.
Equally crucial to students on
meal plans is the fact that food
trucks are havingproblems crossing
the picket lines as evidenced by the
absence of bagels and doughnuts on
Friday's menu. Students are also
concerned that cafeteria staff might
sympathize with the strikers, thus
totally closing food services.
Footing is a problem, especially at
the entrance of Clara Conrad Hall
where a snow build-up has made
falling common, and inside the
dining hall door where water makes
walking dangerous.
Rayner assured students that the
objective of the administration was
to provide for students and "keep
the operation going" without
antagonizing the striking
maintenance crews.
Both Rayner and Dean Nichols
promised to look into the mail
situation, and by Monday, student
mail had arrived on campus, and
will apparently continue to do so on
a regular basis. Rayner, however
stressed his desire to avoid giving
strikers the impression thatsomeone
else is doing their work.
Rayner pointed out that the
picketers do not have the legal right
to obstruct incoming traffic, i.e.
food trucks, but when met with the
question of cafeteria staff
sympathizing he said, "how are you
at making your own sandwich?"
although Rayner did say there is no
sign of that problem yet.
Rayner also stressed thatrumours
that health regulations would
require the closing ofresidences, or
the University werefalse,saying that
the essentials wouldbe takencare of.
One such essential in the minds of
students is the removal of garbage
which is piling uparound residences
because the garbage trucks refuse to
cross picket lines. Raynerremained
somewhat non-committal on this
subject saying "someday there will
be" a truck. Meanwhile students in
residence and faculty are removing
their own garbage when necessary,
and Rayner expressed thanks for co-
operation in this, and other areas.
Some women in Conrad are
apparently willing to shovel their
own steps, and this action was
O.K.'d by both Rayner and
W.L.U.S.U. president Mike Brown.
Brown affirmed that W.L.U.S.U. is
remaining neutral in the situation
and refuses to hire students to do
maintenance work. However, if
students do so by theirown will, that
is their own perogative. WLUSU
members have agreedto do onlythat
cleaning for whichthey are normally
responsible, as any other action may
cause tightening of picket lines.
Residence council member Scott
Lindsay raised the question of
refunding residents for cleaning
services they have paid for, but are
now not receiving. Rayner stated
thatthis problem is difficult to assess
at this point in time but added that
"we (the administration) owe you
the right to sit down and look at
that."
Council members also raised the
popular question of an end to the
strike through a settlement. Rayner
stated that all the legal procedures
had been completed prior to the
strike and said that "when both
parties are in the mood, I think they
can quickly settle the issue."
Meanwhile Rayner suggested that
students exercise care whenentering
and leaving campus, asking students
not to enter into discussions with
picketers. And Rayner, like most
people affected by the strike,
expressed the hope that "we will not
have to put up with it" much longer.
GRADUATES: Help Wanted
There will be an important
meeting in room IEI next week,
Wednesday, January 28 at 9:30 for
all students graduating in May or
October. This meeting is to receive
nominations for the positions of
President, Vice-President, Treasurer
and Secretary of the Graduating
Class. The Dean of Students, Fred
Nichols, has called this meeting to
inform the graduates of the
responsibilities of each position and
to accept nominations.There will be
campaigning, and one day in the
near future will be set aside for the
graduate election in the concourse.
There was a meeting last Wed.,
Jan. 14 for the same purpose but
only about 12 studentsresponded to
the posters placed around the
school. The Dean hopes that more
students will attend the next
meeting, once they are informed of
what must be done.
Many preparations must be made
for the graduating weekend. There
is a reception, so a hall must be
booked, a menu must be planned,
decorations must be arranged, etc.
There must be people to do mailing
lists, selecting gifts, arranging
accommodations, promoting the
weekend and selling tickets. The
entire agenda must be planned for
500-600 students and dates. The
executive will also act as a liaison
with the Alumni Association. One
member ofstafforfaculty will be the
Honorary President.
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EDITORIAL
The strike at Laurier which had made washrooms disgusting,
floors grimmy and linens soiled will more than likely be over by
the time this paper is out. One of the problems of writing for a
weekly paper with a production lead of about two days is that
what you are writing as news on Monday may be obsolete by the
time the public gets to read it on Thursday.
The strike provides an excellent example ofthe dilemma...On
Sunday the union rejected the university's last offer and on
Monday it appeared as though the two sides were digging the
trenches in preparation for a long strike. Work was done at the
Cord on several articles comparing the two sides, the wage offers,
the progress in negotiations and a few of the incidents that had
occured in the strike. Monday night also brought news that there
could be problems with beer deliveries to the Turret, so
preparation was done for a story on that.
Tuesday dawned with a change in moods. Aftera few delays the
beer arrived and the SecondCity comedy troupe'sequipmentalso
was delivered. Around noon the word spread that the university
and the union were once again meeting, this time in the early
afternoon of Tuesday, and things sounded optimistic. The
predictions of a long strike made the previous night at the Cord
offices were beginning to fall apart.
Later in the day the striking workers were talking about going
back to work and the rumour circulated that the union's
bargaining committee would be recommending adoption of the
latest contract offer to its members at a meeting that night.
At Tuesday at 8 p.m. it appears that the strike will be settled.
But it's not for sure and that's once again the dilemma. On
Monday it appeared that the strike would continue for another
week, and so plans were made for the paper. On Tuesday the
situation changed and it appeared settlement was close. The
dilemma is that although the settlement is close, it hasn't arrived
yet and thus all the re-work done to accomodate the settlement
may be wrong the day this paper comes out.The strike maynot be
over despite what the paper says. The "Dewey Beats Truman"
faux pas of 1948 could be repeated in the smaller world ofLaurier
life and its weekly paper.
One thing that is for certain now is that the American hostages
have been released. After many months of captivity and
confusion the fifty-two are finally on their way home. It's a time to
be thankful for their safety and it is also a time to perhaps re-
examine the causes for their lengthy time in Iran. Perhaps the
hostages themselves after over a year with the Iranians will be able
to shed some new understanding on Iranian cause.
Mark Wigmore
Editor
We should apologize to this generation of students
that we were so slow to make changes on university
campuses that the students felt that they must revolt to
get a hearing ... We intend both to talk and to act.
Students have a right tobe consulted and to take part in
the business that affects them.
Dr. Frank C. Peters President of WLU
Keystone, the yearbook of Waterloo Lutheran University, 1971.
These words are a decade old but have not lost their meaning.
Yet in three major instances this year the Administration has badly
misread the mood of the students; the appropriate term that springs to
mind is "out of touch".
The first instance regarded the question of whether students could be
trusted not to overindulge in Demon Rum at Wilfs during the lunch
hour; the Powers felt that they should obligate us to fill our stomachs
with good Torque Room soup and sandwiches before we could imbibe.
The spectre of overloaded students collapsing in class was too real.
The students made it clear that forcing them to buys food before
drinking was an unworkable rule; this refusal embarrassed the
Administration who really should have known better than to try to
enforce it. I'm not aware ofany abuses and Wilfs is running smoothly
— in fact it is now highly popular with faculty and staff as well as
students.
The second instance was the Reading Week debacle — an
Administration that can only be described as rather out of touch tried,
as it had two years ago, to cancel a week's break which many students
feel is essential part of the school year.
Presenting both sides took up a lot of space in the Cord; there were
several long and many short letters to the editor on the question; and
WLUSU held a referendum (which cost money) to determine student
opinion. Over half the students voted in this referendum, 1821 - 40 infavour ofkeeping Reading Week. In short, it took a massive effort toget
the Administration to change its plans.
Third on the list is the question ofwhether Dr. Cam Davis should be
offered a contract for another year. He is a popular and knowledgeable
prof; his area of expertise is statistics, which many students need help
with. SOCAN is currently circulating a petition urging his retention for
next year, and the club's executive is sending letters to variouspeople in
the Administration instrumental in making the decision.
The question remains: WHY should we have to make so much noise
before we are listened to? I am not implying that the student body is
right in everything it asks for. But I do say that in at least three instances
the Administration should have been more in touch with what student
opinion would be, and should have known long before the crisis ocurred
what would happen.
There are hopeful signs. At the last Board meeting, Mike Brown
informed the members that they could expect invitations from Dr.
Tayler to the occasional Sunday afternoon at his home. Which is nice.
Now ifhe could figure out some way to meet theaverage student
i Carl Friesen
News Editor
LETTERS
No Fun
Dear Editor
This past Friday I was looking
forward to a fun-Filled weekend of
powder-puff football, and on
Sunday eveningas I write this letter,
I realize how sadly mistaken I wasto
assume that playing football with a
group of "ladies" wouldbe fun.
Two of my fellow football players
are at the hospital as I write this. One
has a slight concusion andanother is
undergoing a series of tests for an
injury that was substained when she
took some rabbit punches to her
kidneys.
In addition I witnessed a shoving
match between the other team's
coach and the game's referee over a
dispute of one of the rules of
powderpuff ball.
Fun! Wow!
Cheryl Oleniuk
Never Nuke
Brad Schmidt's article (The Cord
Weekly - January Bth, 1981)entitled"Nuclear Energy: the facts" is
misleading, contains a number of
inaccuracies and glosses over some
of the real concerns about nuclear
energy.
To begin with, nuclear generated
electricity is more expensive than
electricity generated by any other
method. As well, electricity is the
most expensive form ofenergy used
by the public in Ontario, far more
expensive than either oil or natural
gas.
Secondly, people in the anti-
nuclear movement have never
claimed that nuclear power plants
could explode. On the other hand,
nuclear powerplants can melt down
and cause thousands of deaths and
injuries. In addition, nuclear power
plants make excellent military
targets.
What does Mr. Schmidt mean by
a major release of radioactivity?
According to Dr. Sternglass,
between 200 and 400 pre-natal
deaths can be directly attributed to
the release of radioactivity from
Three Mile Island.
The nuclear fuel cycle is capable
of causing deaths at every stage. So
far, uranium miners have been the
hardest hit. Of all the miners who
worked more than 5 years at Port
Radium, Canada's first uranium
mine, only one is still alivealthough
the mine has only been closed for
just over 20 years. The Workman's
Compensation Board has allowed
compensation for lung cancer cases
among uranium miners since 1970.
Unfortunately, the compensation
has almost invariably been in the
form of a pension to the widowand
family.
Studies in the United States have
shown that although 21% of
shipyard workers die from cancer,
38% of those handling nuclear
material end up dying from cancer.
Accidents at nuclear plants have
been responsible for fatalities as
well. In fact one of the first fatal
accidents took place twenty years
ago, when the nuclear energy
program was in its infancy.
Three servicemen were killed at
the SLI reactor in Idaho. All three
servicemen were so radioactive that
they weren't safe for burial - in lead-lined caskets placed in lead-lined
vaults - until 20 days later.According to Mr. Schmidt a
person living next to a nuclear
power plant receives a very small
dose ofradiation. This is true, if the
plant is operating perfectly and the
releases are held down to their target
levels.
Nuclear power plants rarely
operate perfectly. In fact, at the
Pickering nuclear plant both the
emergency core cooling system and
the containment system have been
out of commission for long periods
of time, in some cases for up to two
years, (the emergency core cooling
system is designed to provide
emergency cooling to the reactor in
the event of an accident and the
containment system is designed to
minimize the release of radioactive
gases to the surrounding
environment.) There was a period of
time in 1973 and 1974 when both
containment and emergency cooling
see Nuke* p. 8
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JOURNALISM AND JOURNALISM
by Rick Nigol
Some very important questions
arose last August when the
Thomson and Southam chains
simultaneously ceased production
of newspapers in Ottawa and
Winnipeg. These questions centred
on the propriety of having the bulk
of the Canadian press concentrated
in a few hands and on the loss of
press competition in some of
Canada's major urban centres.
Investigating this matter,theKent
Commission will have to determine
if these developments are in the best
interests of the Canadian public.
Anywhere in which monopoly
situations arise one can rest assured
that it will be Joe Consumber who
will end up getting the short end of
the stick.
Anti-combines legislation is
designed to prevent the formation of
monopolies and it is for this reason
that it must be determined whether
or not collusion existed between
Thomson and Southam in their
respective actions of the previous
summer. Ensuring fair competition
in all fields is of great importance
and it is especially imperitive in the
business of news.
For better or worse and whether
we wish to admit it or not,
newspapers are vital shapers of
opinion, attitude and outlook. And
all journals, no matterhow objective
they may claim to be, are plagued
with biases - some blatant, somemore subtle. It is for this reason that
Canadians should be offered more
than one perspective on theevents of
the day.
Unfortunately, however, many
Canadian cities are notafforded this
luxury of choice, even cities which
are seats of government such as
Ottawa and Victoria.
Why are one paper towns
becoming a common phenomenon
in Canada? It wouldseem that it is a
simple matter of dollars and cents.
The corporate giants who own
newspaper chains are concerned
with one thing and one thing only-that their individual papers show a
reasonable profit.
Many would argue that Ken
Thomson, because he lawfully owns
his chain of newspapers, can do
what he damn well pleases with
them.
However, when we begin to talk
of the news business as being
analogous to any other business, we
begin to tread on thin ice. In many
respects newspapersare justas much
a public service as a business
enterprise. From this perspective it
can be seen that there is a certain
amount of social responsibility
which goes with operating news
journals.
For the conglomerates which own
many of the newspapers in Canada
there is no fathoming of this
essential responsibility. Unfortun-
ately, there exists an underlying
paradox in the newspaper industry
in that a competitive press may be
one of the essential elements of a
"democratic" society but it does not
necessarily make for good business.
The quality ofnewspapers suffers
greatly when the emphasis shifts
towards turning a fast buck. Some
witnesses at the Kent Commission
hearings lamented the fact that the
news, editorial and analysis sections
of many Canadian papers, was of
extremely poor quality. More arid
more papers are beginning to
resemble People Magazine in their
rush to entertain rather than to
inform andelucidate.
Another way to sell papers is to
revert to gaudy sensationalism. The
Toronto Sun has flourished with its
full colourspreads ofblood and guts
on the front page. We can only hope
and pray that this is not the future
trendof Canadian journalism.
This overriding concern with the
balance sheet is best illustrated with
the closing of the Ottawa Journal.
Although Thomson Newspapers
turneda profit ofover$60million in
1979, the Journalwas losing money
and therefore was folded. The paper
was never really given a chance. Its
circulation was up 25% since the
year before and as its editor
commented it was "on its way to
recovery". Ken Thomson, however,
only saw theredand theresult is that
375people were put outon the street
and,shamefully, our nation's captial
became a one paper towri.
The Kent Commission, whatever
its recommendations, is very likely
to discover that the concentrationof
newspaper control in a few hands is
a very unhealthy phenomenon.
In this respect parallels can-be
drawn between the ills of the
Canadian newspaper industry and
the Canadian film industry wherein
the objective is not necessarily to
make aquality product butrather to
enhance the bottom line.
PERSPECTIVE 2
by Dave Van Dyke
by Barbara Wolfe Leeming
Birth Control: who's responsible?
When I thought about this issue, the answer, quite
frankly, came automatically. I feel that the
responsibility for preventing any "accident" on the
road or in bed lies with the individual who is
responsible for the action in the first place and
secondly who has the most to lose (or should I say
gain) from the action.
Well ask yourself, the last time you had sex, if
indeed there was a last time, who was it that made the
final decision?.I believe I can say, not from personal
experience but from actual studies carried out that in
95% ofthe cases it is the women who have the final
say (when she does not have the final say, we call it
rape). I must admit this is one aspect ofhuman nature
which women do infact dominate.Therefore, ifI may
draw comparison, I think it is safe to say that only a
driver can prevent an accident, and when it comes to
the issue of birth control, I feel that women are
certainly in the driver's seat.
A second, more crucial issue, focuses on the
partners involved, and the physical and mental
consequences of their actions if neither one takes
responsibility for preventing pregnancy. Well, the
increasing number of abortions, and children being
born out of wedlock clearly illustrates which of the
two sexes will suffer the most ifan "accident" were to
occur. Thus it is the female who is not only in the
driver's seat, but who also owns the car and therefore
it is up to herto makesure that she carries insurance to
protect her from the damaging effects ofanaccident.
I think that most women would agree that the
responsibility for birth control does in fact rest on
their shoulders. For instance, studies show that over
90% ofthe women who engagein sex doin fact takeor
possess some sort of birth control, while the per
centagefor men is far lower. If women donotverbally
admit that it is their responsibility for birth control,
their actions would certainly say otherwise.
Finally, I haveno qualms aboutgirlswho feel that it
is not their responsibility to practise birth control,
that is theirperogative. I only add that theykeep from
driving (abstain from sex) which wouldnot be so bad.
After all, the less cars on the road, thefewer will be the
number of "accidents."
Those of you who think it's both the man and the
woman's responsibility, forget it. After all, birth
control was devised toprevent birth; what in the world
could a man give birth to?
Remember the pricelessposter ofthepregnant male
student headlined with the words—"would it mean
moreto youifyougotpregnant?" Each fall semesterU
of W is madly ordering reprints while girls are madly
sending copies to favourite boyfriends. Minesuffered
the fate of being torn off the wall and shoved into a
drawer under a pile ot underwear—"do youwant my
mother to wee that?"
Mother. Motherhood. Ah, the irony. It's the
woman that gets loaded with the child and so, I'm
told, that's the basic issue in birth control. Or is it?
Despite what the evolutionof business calculators
dictates, one plus onecan equal three.Andthe missing
link is the father. Our society, it seems still doesn't put
a very high value on the role of the father. Our laws
have not giventhe unmarried fatherany responsibility
in child raising. So why shouldheinitiatebirthcontrol
when the consequences for ignoring it are minimal?
Typical of thefemale symbol(above) thewoman is left
to bear the cross. She is the childbearer and, all to
often she bears the respoonsibility for not getting
herself in that position.
By now some of you are saying—"if it's easiest for
her, whynot?" Okay. Let's getdown to methods. In a
modern technocratic society efficiency and
effectiveness are oftenvaluedforemost. Thepill seems
to answer these needs. In the short run anyway.
Excepting human error, the pill is 100% effective in
preventing conception. Consumed once a day with
relative ease it is also seeminglyefficient.But let's take
another look.
The pill's wide appeal as achemical isrelatively new
and as such, long term side effects are still being
discovered. Upon initialusea woman'sbody will react
in varying degrees to the following: weight gain,
increased acne, moodiness. For the smoker the risks
are increased.Possible blood clotting. Stroke. Andthe
ever paresent threat of sterility with long term use.
The lUD anddiaphragm, on theother hand, canbe
uncomfortable, unreliable and have been known to
abort rather than prevent pregnancy. The remaining
birth control methods are decreasingly effective and
increasingly bothersome.
What about alternatives for men? A pill was
introduced a few years back but, needless to say, men
either refused to buy them or forgot to take them.
Then there's the condom. But ifyou've been to U ofW
lately where condom dispensers are in the ladies'
washrooms you wonder if it's really a male
alternative.
So how do you change the attitudes ofmen towards
taking moreresponsibility for thepractical aspects of
sex? Sex has long been used as a weapon by women
and history has recorded numerous instances where
they held back their favours until they received their
demands from their men. Recall Ann Landers'
profound teachings that NO is the best method of
birth control. But she forgets tha it is by no means the
easiest or most fun solution.
So does thatbring us back to square one?Let's hear
from other women (or men) on campus. Tomorrow's
Friday night. What are your solutions?
Question of the Week
by Meri-Ellen McGoey
pics by Rodger Tschanz
HOW HAS THE STRIKE AFFECTED
YOU PERSONALLY?
Jan* McKenzl*
4th year Philosophy andFrench
"It's been difficult to get into the
parking lot. They haven't been
blocking the drivewaybut they don't
move till the very last minute".
Liz Snip
Ist year Business
"The washrooms are a mess. There
has been more responsibility on us
to clean up. We don't get our mail
and I don't think that is fair".
Shaun Brown
2ndyear honours History
"I don't think it has had any
effect...the halls are a bit dirtier, but
basically it has just been an
inconvenience".
Judy Derry
Staff
"...it hasn't affected me at all"
Rob Dufort
\2ndyear Geography
"...we have to clean our own
washrooms, and clean the
halls...just do a little extra but it's
not too bad".
Frank Chllman
4th year Arts and Science
"I had to do the vacuumingat Wilfs
but that's about it".
And me...the classrooms are much
dirtier, and I feel sorry for the profs
because the blackboards, ledges and
brushes are really dusty.
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YOU COULD BE A
As President it is my
responsibility to co-ordinate the
operation of the departmentsand to
act as a resource person in all
matters related to student
government, publications and the
university community. I am assisted
by the Board of Directors: Ed
Fabian, Heinz Schaerer, and Rene
Vanden Brand. Together we are
responsible for preparing the
budget, making operational
decisions and staffing the various
positions within Student
Publications.
Looton is the poster making arm
ofStudent Publications and I'm the
body behind that arm. My job is to
create posters at a reasonable cost
for events occurring around the
university. It's a job that has it's
busy times like at Student Union
elections and thus some late nights
but it's agood experience thatallows
creativity as well as a chance to
knowabout up-coming events at the
school before others do.
My job is to put together the
Student Publications Calendar that
will inform the students of the
various activities here at WLU. This
involves collecting the necessary
information, assembling the lay-out
for printing and finally to organize
the distribution of the calendar.
The position of Student
Publication's Business Manager
enables an individual to acquire
practical, "hands-on" experience in
basic accounting. You would be
involved in the development and
management of the corporate
budget. Additional duties include
the disbursement of cash,
reconciliation of accounts, and
other supervisory duties. This
position will prove beneficial toany
business oriented person.
As GradPhoto Co-ordinator, my
past task was to select a
photographer from those who
submitted bids for the contract.
Once that was done, my jobwas that
of being a liason between the
graduating students and the
photographer to book appoint-
ments, take the pictures and take
orders. I also do some work on the
Grad Yearbook and composite
Photos.
The workload isn't very heavy
and you get to meet and work with
some great people!
As an Assistant Business
Manager, my duties involve issuing
invoices to all customers who
advertise in all WLU Student
Publications, keeping two account
sub-ledgers, and as well depositing
cash and cheques from customers.
This job takes approximately 5 to 6
hours per week and is most suitable
for students interested in
accounting.
The Student Directory is the key
to knowing students, staff and
faculty at Laurier ... at least by
name, address and telephone
number if not through friendship.
The Directory is compiled using
computer lists which are then
corrected and added to as students
have phones put in and local
addresses established. The final
product is then put together and
printedfor the eagerconsumption of
the students, staff and faculty of
Laurier.
The Ad Manager is responsible
for obtaining ads for the Cord
Weekly as well as the other
publications of Student Pubs. It's
alot of work involving alot of
running around but you can gain
valuable contacts in the business
community as well as gaining
experience in marketing a product:
the newspaper. It also pays
reasonably well.
The Student Handbook .is who's
what where and why ofLaurier, and
the K-W area. Although'directed to
students new to the area, the book-is
also useful as a refresher course on
Waterloo for returning students.
The jobof the Handbook Editor is
to compile all the important
information, pictures and maps to
get it ready for the Fall Registration
line-ups. It takes a fair bit of time
during the summer but it's a good
experience:
Circulation involves mailing the
Cord to other universities and
colleges, private subscribers,
students on CO-OP, and former
students of WLU who are still
interested in the activities of the
university. Presently, we have 105
names on the mailing list. Graphics
from the newspapers of other
universities are also cut out and filed
for future staff use.
Joe Velt
President
Dave Gallpeau
Looton
Leanne Poulter
Calendar Editor
Dave Gllroy
Business Manager
Brenda Binkle
Grad Photo Co-ordlnator
Jim Pang
Assistant Business Manager
Darlene Petrle
Directory Editor
Kirn Legate
Ad Manager
Pat McGinnls
Handbook Editor
Phillip Lee
Circulation & Filing
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Applications for the Position of
HEAD RESIDENT
(for each Residence)
are now available in the
HOUSING OFFICE
(rear of the Theatre Auditorium
adjacent to Security Office)
Applications will be accepted until
JANUARY 30, 1981
Mike Belanger
Director of Housing
f WTrrlfv* restauranA
For The Best Loved Fish In Town
FEATURING:
•11 Varieties of Fi»h A Chips (including Halibut)
•Clam Chowder • Back Bacon on a Bur I• Buyers • Steak on a Bun ~_ m
FAMH.Y MMNG or TAKEOUT- Oivwy 150Eltra CL- /1 CHAP.GEX ACCEPTED Zf- \ I\ DPEN Moo Sal 88. " 1 MSundays & Holidays 12 8 f\-<f <A/f
478-A Albert St. N. - Next to Zehrs «~-\ >Parkdale Plaza -885-0580 - WATERLOO
Ifone of these positions sounds interesting, you can apply in writing to
JOE VEIT
PRESIDENT, STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
STUDENT UNION BUILDING
Remember no experience isnecessary. Ifyou have any questions, drop
in and see us. If you are considering a position in the editorial orproduction department please feel free to come up to the StudentPublications Office on any Monday or Tuesday and watch us do ourthing.
Applications for positions on the Board of Directors closeFriday February 6, 1981.
Anyone desiring further information on thesepositions please contactJoe Veit. ■>
All other applications must be in by Friday, February 13,1981.
LEE SAUDERS FLOWERS
WESTMOUNT PLACE
"We Cater To Students"
CORSAGES
10% OFF FOR STUDENTS
886-6410
STUDENT PUBS PERSON
If you are taking 6 courses,,
holding down a part-time job,,
looking afteryoursickaunt andlike:
to sleep over 5 hours a night then
perhaps the position ofCord Editor
is not something you should
attempt. But if you are interested in
journalism, enjoy learning a lot
about newspapers and like the idea
of your name being printed 3,000
times a week then the position
awaits.
The Editor gets involved in
practically every aspect of the
newspaper business from news-
writing to photography and paste-
up. It takes timeand it takesa lot of
learning but the position of Cord
Editor is an excellent foot-in-the-
door for newspapers out in the big
bad world as well as being a good
experience.
The job of assistant production
manager, surprisingly enough
consists of assisting the production
manager.The major dutiesare in the
paste-up of articles, pictures and
ads. As well I had the opportunity to
contribute to the changing in the
format and headlines of this years
paper.
Along with the duties listed in the
joboutline come the littleextras like
proofreading and typing madly for
Chip at 4:55 to meet his 5:00 p.m.
deadline. But its all-very fun and
vexff worthwhile if you want to learn
and contribute Jo an important area
of school activity.
One word of warning, you must
be very crazy and proficient at the
art of microsurgery to survive!
A nose for news (i.e. troubleand
scandals) is the prime requisite for
this job.Essentially itmeans digging
up about 12-15 stories a week and
assigning them toa staffofvolunteer
reporters who you have to find
yourself. The news editor is also
responsible for Page Five comment
and Question of the Week. It's a
good job for anyone considering
journalism as a career, orfor anyone
who wants to find out how this
society operates.
I've had my ideas confirmed that
the University is a microcosm of
society at large—there are good
sensible civil servants, thosethat just
want to retire peacefully, social
climbers, corporate climbers, nice
friendly people, and some who are
just simply slimy.
As a postcript, the job takes a lot
of time, namely most of Monday
and Tuesday with ittermittent
activity through therest of the week.
I'm Photo Manager for Student
Publications. Basically my job
involves getting photos taken
around school be either doing the
jobmyself or gettingothers to do the
job. The job also involves doing
work in the dark room when
pictures are needed for publications
other than the Cord. The job,
although it pays little, offers an
opportunity for astudent to become
involved in the school. I enjoyed it
and one ofyou could too, next year.
Entertainment Editors have one
of the best newspaper jobs on the
market ... in Student Publications
that is. Approximately 20 hours per
week are required to read and write
articles, interview celebrities and
contact publicity managers
concerning the entertainment in the
school and vicinity. In return for
publicity ofeventsand concerts, you
receive complimentary tickets,
albums, books and posters which
are taken advantage of by writers as
well.
As an editor on the Cord team
acquired skills include: typing,
proofreading, writing,openingmail,
desktidying ... and at the same time
you getafirst hand lookat the stages
ofdevelopmentofanewspaperfrom
points to print. Learning to work
with others and learning that
deadlinesare real are essential skills
in order to operate an an
entertainment editor.
I'm in charge of developing the
pictures for the Cord. This means
Monday afternoons and evening in
the Cord Photo Department.
There's also an occasional task of
developing personal orders suchasa
candidate or student resume
pictures. My major attraction for
this position was its potential
creative opportunities in black and
white photography.
To be Sports Editor of the Cord
requires many hours of work often
into the early morning of the next
day. Mondays and Tuesdays tend to
be occupied by newspaper work.
The jobcan cause one to realize that
it is impossible to please everyone.
There is, however, few experiences
more pleasing thanseeing your work
in print.
Throughout the year you meet a
great number of people, attend
various functions and have access to
information that is not normally
available elsewhere. Agreat deal can
be learned about newspapers,
writing and people. This experience,
no matter the hassles, makes the
position worth while. Just be
prepared to develop bags under the
eyes.
My joballows meto work directly
with the editors in deciding how the
paper should be put together. First
of all a "dummy layout" is formed.
This is a guide which shows the
positions of the ads, pictures,
graphics and of course the articals.
Once that is done the copy is pasted
up on the final layout sheets. And
that's all there is to it.
Even though this is only my third
issue I find the position both
challenging and a lot of fun; mainly
because of the great people I get to
work with.
The job sometimes requires very
late hours but the experience and
satisfaction ofworking on TheCord
has made it well worth the time
involved.
Mark Wlgmore
Cord Editor
Lynda Kirk
Assistant Prod. Manager
Carl Friesen
News Editor
Rodger Tschanz
Photo Manager
Cindy Lledtke
Entertainment Editor
Tim Slngbell
Photo Technician
William Chip' Mcßain
Sports Editor
Rob Pegg
Production Manager
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Birthright
Can Help
If you have a problem
pregnancy calla birthright]
volunteer at
fj Birthright
|A 579-3990
tests available
Gourmetsix ounce burgers
Done to \>our individual taste
Variety of salads withspinach or
lettuce*each completely different
Stuffed veal cutlets
Fresh baked quiche
I
Exotic foot-long hot dogs
24 entres for under $3.50
Licensed for wine and beer
Corner ofKing and William Sts.
Beside the Ponut Castle
Il—
■ 1
WILFRID LAURIER
STAFF ASSOCIATION
BURSARY
Applications for the WilfridLaurier University
Staff Association Bursary are available in the
Student Awards Office, Ground Floor,
Student Services Building. Anapplicantmust
be a resident of the Regional Municipality of
Waterloo, a graduate of a High School
located within the region, whose academic
performance is satisfactory, and who can
demonstrate financial need.
APPLICATIONS SHOULD BE SUBMITTED
PRIOR TO JAN. 31, 1981——————————————————————
[styust A
I C#579-2750 **I *29Qpeer2 at. 5. /k\*±--1 just s&Jtnop ■
1 campusatotre 1V aptxe n /
885-- ««i
Ha/r Designs by The Apple
were unavailableforperiods ofup to
six months.
Plutonium is a very marketable
item to countries working on
nuclear weaDons. It is also one ofthe
most carcinogenic substances on
earth. It is so toxic thatless thanone-
millionth of gram is a carcinogenic
dose. One pound, if evenly
distributed, could hypothetically
induce lung cancer in every person
on earth.
In conclusion, nuclearenergy is a
dangerous and expensive option for
our energy future. Ina province with
a 45% surplus of electricity, it is
sheer folly.
David Assmann
Scott Sutherland
Bill Wharrie
For THINK (Total Honesty in
Nuclear Knowledge)
SOME RELEVENTFIGURES
by Nadine Johnston
Wages are the issue surrounding
the WLU custodian strike.
John Campbell, union president
of CUPE local 296 says that
custodian wages at WLU are "way
below par". He adds that the
average, non-skilled labour rate in
the Kitchener Waterloo area is
$7.18/hour.
Present union wages at WLU
average $5.99/hour with an 18c an
hour cost-of-living clause. The
female cleaners receive $4.97/hour
and the male custodians receive a
rate starting at $6.19/hour.
Examination of the wages in the
local area reveal that University of
Waterloo custodian wages are on
the average higher than WLU. Mr.
Havrik, Custodian supervisor at U
of W says that the workers are
divided into three basic groups: CI,
C2and lead hands. CI, responsible
for mopping, sweeping, receive
$6.61/hour plus 25c/hour for
working the night shift. C2,
responsible for slightly "lighter"
work receive $5.20/hour plus
25c/hour for nightshift. The lead
hands receive $6.61/hour plus a 40c
hourly bonusas well as the 25c/hour
for night shifts. Havrik says that U
of W custodians are not separated
by sex.
The latest wage figures for
University of Guelph range from
$6.00/hour to $7.02/hour,
according to Campbell.
1980 figures for the Waterloo
Regional School Board, Wellington
County, are $6.67/hour for
caretakers and $7.58/hour for
custodians. John Campbell says that
these workers have received a 10%
increase on these figures this year.
Independent confirmation couldnot
be obtained.
Custodians of St. Mary's and St.
Jerome's high schools in Kitchener,
who have been on strike since Jan. 5,
accepted an offer of $1.41/hour
wage increase above the $6.17/hour
they were being paid. Confirmation
on these figures from the two
schools could not be obtained.
Short term gains
TORONTO (CUP)—The new
chancellor of the University of
Toronto criticized the cutbacks
made to universities at his
installation November 26.
At a time when business is
demanding a higher degree of skill,
said Dr. George Ignatieff, "the
universities are being made the
targets of cuts in real support which
could do irreparable harm to the
university system, cuts thereal effect
of which cannot be represented on a
balance sheet."
Ignatieff warned against the
short-sighted policies of govern-
ments. "Short-term gains have an
irresistable attraction to budget
planners. But there is a danger in
being short-sighted in such
economics."
The chancellor said he saw the
need for corporations and industry
to join with governments to utilize
the talent that the university
graduate has to offer. Just as
Ontario has prospered from wise
long-term investment it must
continue the investment in
education, he said.
Ignatieff said the real need for co-
operationis reflected in the report of
the Ontario Council on University
Affairs, which states that Ontario is
eighth in the country on the basis of
operating grants per full-time
student. At the U ofT this takes the
form of loss of academic staff and
"the decline of the best general
research library in Canada," he said.
"To be competitive in
technologically intensive industries
as well as its natural resources,
Canada must support its universities
on which ourcountry depends to an
exceptional extent," he said.
Is Fun
I recall having read an article
written by Dave Van Dyke from
which I quote; "Women in general
simply do not possess two key
motivational factors that must be
present if they are to succeed:
aggressiveness and competitive-
ness." This myth was definitely shot
to hell last weekend with the
beginning of the third annual
Powderpuff football tournament.
Unfortunately this natural female
aggressiveness in combination with
the highly competitive nature of the
sport of football resulted in a few
unintentional injuries. Many of the
girls participate in this tournament
because they want to learn more
about football—and they do. Weare
taught several basic offensive and
defensive moves essential in playing
anything that is supposed to
ressemble football. Yes, eventhough
we intend to have a good time while
weare on the field, westill think that
it would be nice to win. Why bother
to play a competitive sport if you
don't care whether you win or lose?I
refuse to believe that any of the
players intentionally used cheap
shots to hurt their opponents and I
do not believe that any of the
coaches encouraged dirty play. Our
coaches told us to do our best and
had showed us some of the moves
they thought would help us to play
well.
It is sad to think that there is a
chance of getting hurt in such a
tournament and even sadder that
there were a few injuries over the
course of the weekend but this is a
chance that one must take when
involved in any highly competitive
sport. When girls who understand
the basics of football and are
interested in learning more about it
play against girls who know
considerably less and perhaps are
less interested in learning, the latter
groupruns the greater risk of injury.
This is not because the first group is
playing "dirty" or being overly
aggressive, but rather because
ignorance is a major cause of injury.
This principle extends far beyond
sport into the real world—if you
drive through a red light because
you do not realize that is means
"stop", you are the one responsible
for the consequences.
Furthermore, a certain level of
physical fitness is more than a mere
asset in a sport such as football.
Regardless of your level of
proficiency, fitness is an important
indicator of your chances to play
without being hurt.
The Powderpuff football tourna-
ment is a physically as well as a
mentally oriented one and we
"women" have managed to muster
up some of those competitive traits
that are so vital in survival in the
world of business. Sorry to nullify
your hypothesis, Dave!
Brenda Armstrong
letters, letters . . .
cont. from Never Nukes p. 4
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with
GrayCoach
Weekday service
from Wilfred Laurier
to Guelph and Toronto
—i
• On campus departure points
• Our coaches are climate controlled
and washroom equipped
• Discount student fares from on
campus agencies
• Our staff are courteous and experienced
Next lime-Goby bus!
For more information
call your local Gray Coach agency.
GrayCoach
ENTERTAINMENT
Fort Apache, The Bronx
by Erin Gilligan assigned to the 41st precinct
In this ever commercial society
with ever new and changing
consumer goods therelease ofa new
movie often goes unheralded. But,
"Fort Apache, the Bronx," is not
likely to fall to the wayside.
Newman plays Patrolman
Murphy, a tough cop with a strong
sense of humour. He once again
plays the outsider, the non-
conformist, willing to break
accepted behaviour codes to act by
his own setofvalues. Ed Asnerplays
the unbending police commander, a
man who goes by the book,
determined to bring discipline to his
menand order to the chaoticstreets.
"Fort Apache, the Bronx" has
two guaranteed-to-perform actors,
actors that have proven theirtalents
in countless productions: Paul
Newman and Asner star in a
powerful account of the 41st police
precint in New York's violent and
ruined South Bronx. The film is
based on the real-life experiences of
two ex-policemen who were
The plot is one of a series of
murders including those of two 41st
precint officers. These murders and
the nonchalant operation of the
precinct angers Captain Connolly
(ed Asner). His determination to
find the -killer, straighten out his
force and somehow bring a vestige
of order to the community, brings
him into bitter conflict with Officer
Murphy (Paul Newman) who
doubts and disagrees with
Connolly's rigid methods to
produce results.
The film is a noteworthy one in
terms of illustrating an important
social issue, the problem of urban
blight. Newman stated: "There is a
South Bronx in every major city.
We're hoping that by showing the
conditions in the South Bronx as
they actually exist, audienceswill be
shocked and demand action to have
these conditions improved."
Good Canadian Bluet came to the Turret last Thursday In the form of the Powder Blues Band
LEPAIGE: OUTSTANDING BLUEGRASS
byMike Strathdee
Bluegrass music Is a guaranteed
good time, an infectious style which
virtually dares the listenerto sit still.
This Thursday evening (as part of
Winter Carnivalcelebrations) one of
Canada's premiere Bluegrass bands,
Denis Lepaige andStation Roadwill
be appearing at the Turret.
Dr. Denis Lepaige is probably the
finest 5-string banjo player in
Canada today. As- such, he is no
stranger to Bluegrass fans. In 1974,
Denis wone the World Champion-
ship Banjo contest at the Carlisle
Bluegrass festival in Carlisle
Ontario. He was also a founding
member of the ever popular Dixie
Flyers, from Londo Ontario. Denis
was an integral part of the Flyer's
lineup. Audiences at festivals,
concertsandclubsalike marvelledat
his picking ability.
While with the Dixie Flyer, Denis
wrote a humourous song called
"Sneaking Chickens" which was,
always a favorite at Flyers concerts.
Perhaps with the proper
encouragement, Denis could
consent to play it at the Turret this
evening.
In late 1978,Denis left the Dixie
Flyer to form his own band Station
Road. Since that time, Station Road
have developed an ever growing
following, performing at concerts
and clubs throughout Canada and
into the United States during the
year. They have also appeared at
many major Bluegrass festivals
including Carlisle, Ontario.
Station Road have won,
individual and collectivelly 7 of 11
major Bluegrass awards. They have
several albums to their credit. As
well Denis Lepaige has released two
solo albums: "Larger thanLife" and
"The Doctor is in".
Station Road is a.four member
band who feature banjo, fiddle,
stand-up bass, mandolinand guitar
not to mention their vocal
harmonies.
Their repertoire ranges from their
own compositions to standard
Bluegrass tunes as well as some
Good Brothers and early Eagles
material.
Station Road will be providing
great music for what should be a
great evening tonight at the Turret.
Don't miss a 'barn-burner' evening
of fun.
Downchild True Blues
by Jerry Zeidenberg
When the Downchild Blues Band
failed to emerge on the Turret's
stage last Thursday night, some
people in the crowded pub probably
excused the delay; they knew that
bands today strive to be fashionably
late. On theother hand.'the majority
were simply frustrated with waiting,
and finally drew Downchild out
with several choruses of angry
whistles and table-pounding. By the
end of the first number, however,
Downchild had proved itself well
worth waiting for, andthe truculent
pounding was transformed into
hearty applause.
And it was easy to see why.
Downchild, a Canadian blues
ensemble which has been around
since 1969, announced itself as a
class act with every song it played.
Led by its stout, oonv-tailed
vocal:st, Rick Walsh, and guitarist
Don Walsh, the band's music was
tight, crisp, andvigorous. The group
also included musicians on drums,
keyboard, bass guitar, saxaphones,
and trumpet. Solos by the brass
players were especially brilliant;
perhaps too little use was made of
these side-men, whose solos
accentuate the band's blues
orientation.
Curiously, Downchild has made
the 'blues', traditionallya sad sort of
music, into something ecstatically
happy. Most of the songs played
were fast, rollicking numberssuch as
"Oh, Oh," "Money Troubles," and
"Rock It." The audience was
energized by thestrong, lilting tunes:
one highly-charged couple even
danced a brisk polka while the band
played some slow blues!
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WATERLOO
Festival of the Contemporary Arts
Jan. 31
••Puppetmongers Powell, 'The
Miller" and 'The Miller's Wife' for
children of all ages from 8 and up.
Collect your free tickets at the WLU
bookstore. Will be held at 2:00 p.m.
in room 1025-27 in the Peters
Building.
Feb. 1
* Jean Little and Barbara Smuckerreadings for children ofall agesfrom
8 and up. Collect yourfree tickets at
the WLU bookstore. Will be held at
2:00 p.m. in 1025-27 of the Peters
Building.
Feb. 3
￿Dearl Birney—Discussion of
Canadian Writing at 10:00 a.m. in
the Paul Martin Centre.
Feb. 4 >
•Equilibrium: Nancy and Michael
Udow dance and percussion duo
workshop. This will be held at 2:30
p.m. in the Theatre Auditorium.
Feb. 2
•Poetry Reading by faculty and
students at 12:00 noon in the Paul
Martin Centre.
Feb. 5
•Faculty of Music recital—Beckett-
McDonald,Piano duo, Irving Ilmer,
violing and members of the
Canadian Chamber Ensemble. This
will be, held at 12:00 noon in the
Theatre Auditorium.
Feb. 6
•Frederic Rzewski, pianist,
composer. Piano recital including
his award winning composition:
'The People United Will Never be
Deveated.' This will be held at 8:00
p.m. in the Theatre Auditorium.
Admission: Adults $4.00/Students
$2.Q0
Feb. 3
•Earl Birney—Discussion of
Canadina Writing at 10:00 a.m. in
the Paul Martin Centre
Rocky Horror to Show
Once again the Rocky Horror
Picture Show will be visiting
Laurier. Past experience in theatres
as well as in IEI has yielded the
usual garb ofRiffRaff, Frankieand
Columbia besides the various tools
required by the audience for
participation in the event.
For the people who have been
there before, there will be verbatim,
repetition of lyrics as wellas bits and
pieces of the script but a whole new
story for those students who have
yet to see the movie.
The usual rice, toast, confetti etc.
will be allowedinside IEI but weask
for your cooperation with regard to
certain other articles, i.e. bottles of
any kind, fruit and vegetables, eggs
etc. This is to alleviate legitimate
WLUSU and administration
concerns of possible damage to
room IEI as a result of the over
exhuberance of Rocky Horror fans.
Advance ticket sales only in
WLUSU office at $2.25 each.
Jeremy Constant is First in the Studio
In the past few months since the
opening of the Centre in the Square,
word has spread of its popularity
and terrific acoustics. It has lent
itself thus far to many performers
both very professional and those
who still find it a real
accomplishment to have made it to
the stage in such a musically well-
structured environment.
Once again renounced artists will
fill the Centre to near capacity. On
January 28th, at 8:00 p.m. in the
Studio at the Centre, the K-W
Chamber Music Society presents
Jeremy Constant violinist in recital
with Sydney Bulman-Fleming,
pianist. This will be the first full
public solo recital under the
sponsorship of the Chamber Music
Society.
Jeremy Constant has studied in
the Julliard school under Ivan
Galamian in New York but later
changed to Brooklyn College where
he studied with Itzhak Perlman, a
celebrated virtuoso. Shortly after
this, he joined and later became
concertmaster of the national
Orchestra in New York City. He has
alro played in the Mexican National
Orchestra and was selected to be
concertmaster of a new orchestra
which was to tour Europe but the
project was not carried.
Jeremy Constant also won the
national grand prize in 1979 in the
National Dv Maurier Talent
Contest.
Sydney Bulman-Fleming is an
assistant professor at WLU and has
resumed his pianistic pursuits and
has become known as one ofthe best
chamber pianists in this area.
These two excellent performers
will be the first to display their
talents in the 300 seat studio in the
Centre in the Square.
Violinist JeremyConstant plays theacoustically brilliant Centre in the Square accompanied by
Sydney Bulman-fleming
Bruce Cockburn Back Again
by Steve Gross
Bruce Cockburn will beappearing
in the Kitchener-Waterloo area for
the second time in less than a year.
Last year he appeared at the
HumanitiesTheatre and this year he
will be appearing in concert at the
Centre in the Square on Friday
January 30th at 8:00 p.m.
Canadian singer and songwriter
Bruce Cockburn has been giving live
performances and producing
albums for a number of years. His
latest ablum isHumans featuring the
current single Rumors of Glory and
Tokyo, which was released in the
summer of 1980.
Cockburn has a wide and varied
audience and he has gained a large
following in the province ofQuebec
in the past few years. On many
albums he has included lyrics in
French as well as songs sung only in
French.
Cockburn has a characteristic
style all his own. It is a mixture of
folk and rock. His lyrics, although
sometimes confusing, express a
variety of themes. His Christian
background has a strong influence
on his music which has added to the
variety of people who attend his
concerts.
Cockburn has been hailed as
perhaps the best acoustic guitar
player in Canada. His concerts are
always excellent and entertaining.
Backed up by good musicians,
listening to Bruce Cockburn is a
delight. Hearing him at theCentre in
the Square is an opportunity not to
be missed.
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Now
FrankV>tere's
Offers
Home
Delivery
884-4090
Now you can enjoyFrank Vetere's
pizza, and other specialties without
leaving home!
The next time yon want Frank Vetere's one and only
deep-dish pizza®. Justcall and tell us which toppings
yon dlike or order'The Works'. Andwell bringit,piping
hot,right toyour door! Ortry ourpastas or otherdelivery
items
Special
Introductory Offer
FREE Delivery
Regular charge 61.00
pizza®
Frank Vetere's original deep-dish pizza is the freshest, thickest, tastiest, meatiest,
cheeslest... the most deliciouspizza you haveever tasted.
At Frank Veteres—more Isbetter. So get the most ofwhatyou wantand let Frank
I give you—
ftankXfetere's^pizzeria
We'll feed you like no other." 'T
~ KcjciMf".i rimk-nurisuiß .N im *:00 p.m. to closing
*
65 University Aye. East Waterloo >■__•
* —r t. VISAat Weber 'Hiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiik
296 Fairway Rd. Kitchener [QQ]
atWilson
POETICS
SYMBIOIS
our lives move
a fishing tug
a flock of bulls
i tug you gulls
bleary wobbly light
body wrinkled white
no gulls trail
its evening wake
bouncy loaded lush
gulls trace figures
about heaving hull
nets of dawn desire
entangle body tug
Use Loewry Blum
LETTER TO A PROF AFTER
WRITING AN ESSAY ON
"CHILDHOOD DEPRESSION"
I burned my fingers on the
very slivers of
tips of words fighting not to be
told
or manipulated
(take us ... at value)
it wasn't easy—
they kept coming back
to haunt
to taunt
and yet
to write it as though
it were happening
to someone else
or as though
it had never
existed at all
water; to a man on a sinking ship,
soon
thirsting on a desert isle.
Karen Wilkins
SNOW
Flakes so silent,
so tiny, so soft,
carefully weaving
A blanket of white.
Beauty so pure,
so radiant, so good, i
Gently embracing
Protecting and warm.
Feathers caressing
A body so rough,
Lovingly holding
Till spring gives a touch.
Connie Berg
UNTITLED
A new era commences
as the stores and moments
of one man change habitat
In every part of the nation
a new spirit is sensed
Oft times in the land
illustrious past fond recollections
fleet past for those of
many years toil and joy
When the flag blew strong
and free across the oceans
expanses, of European envy
and dictatorial nation's hatred
Her duty minded saluters
acted on time honoured precepts
Those of recent vintage heir
to the country's internally wrought
ill,
still echoing the carried
sentiments of 60's youth feel
at heart the nobility and majesty
of the land that serves them
and is served by them.
Not the object now of disdain
and ridicule but an occasion
for displays of pride and secret
invocation
The more virtuous of
these visions not located
in the recesses of naive minds but
entirely possible in the phenomenal
realm
The new decade signifies the new
spirit
like it did two decades ago
But the many less than commend-
able
beliefs of that age and their
sorry fruit are this new age's
object of removal and/or
temporance.
Joachim Brouwer
Outside the Booms
Every day the towboats pass,
Lazily down the river,
Into Fundy's fickle tide.
The great booms are herded slowly
past our point.
Logs: slow, unresisting;
Only the few will find a way loose;
Only aimlessly will they wash to the
beach.
Floating indifferently in the wind
and current,
With congregations greator smallof
lifeless reeds,
Littering the banks in the ebb of
spring swell,
Only to be gathered again to the
inevitable.
The odd one fills slowly with water,
And tips up an end,
Like a bouey,
Sinking by degrees to obscure,
timeless depths.
Michael Orr
Entertainment With FM
by Cynthia Liedtke
FM has the temperament and the
desire to play electronic rock. The
three members have contrasting
talents and interests and your
chance to hear them will be at their
performance at the Waterloo Motor
Inn January 22. Doors open at 8:00
p.m. and admission is $4.00 for Fed
members and $5.00 for others.
Bass and keyboards man,
Cameron Hawkins was raised on
cello lessons and classical music
before startingintoelectronic music.
Percussionist Martin Deller spent
formative years in Africa and as a
result brings a wide variety of native
rhythms as well as years as an
experienced drummer to FM. Ben
Mink is adept at playing both
mandolin and violin and was rated
as one of Toronto's top guitarists
before switching to his current
instruments.
Their musical interests outside
their own work is quite varied.
Cameron likes the Beach Boys; Ben
has spent many studio sessions with
Dan Hill and Murray McLauchlan
and always has enjoyed ethnic folk
melodies.
These styles combine to create
something very unique. You need to
hear it to believe it.
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Electronic Rock with FM is served up at the Waterloo Motor Inn January 22
"If you enjoy Swiss Chalet type
chicken you'll, love ours" EH! f§?ssK
NEW MANAGEMENT w*i
MASTERCHARGE VISA AMERICANEXPRESS
CHICKENBAR-B-Q CHICKEN QN A BUN
S^^^;8"00^6! Charcoal Bar-B-Q ChickenRoll,.Special Sauce, French ona Bun with Special
Fried Potatoes and sauce, French Fried
Bavwaoe $2.50 potato6Band
SaMWCHICKEN *"""* ' *"Charcoal Bar-B-Q Chicken,
Roll, Special Sauce, French WHOLE
Fried Potatoes and BAR-B-Q CHICKEN
Beverage S4.IS Take-Out ~. SS.OO
Open: Lots Of Parking -Mon.-Sat. 12noon-12 mWnlta 30 Ontario St. 8., KitchenerSun. • 12 noon-10pm. (between King ft Charles Sts.)Fully Licensed Under The L.L.8.0. __ 742-9741r—■ .TnrntoCwpoTls^rth"
'I* off i!
3 ej> on -ji
O Half Bar-B-Q ChickenDinner §■
COUPON VAUD UNTIL JANUARY 31st, 1981 |
BARGAINS
SOME ITEMS UPTO 70% OFF
Surplus items available at BARGAIN PRICES: Electronics, electrical tools,
hardware, telephones, handyman and gift items.
Open: Wednesday, Thursday and Friday: Noon-9 p.m.
Saturday: 9 a.m. -5 p.m.
K-W SURPLUS w | g 745-2661
327 BreithauptSt \mXm / Kitchener
(Off Lancaster St.) .J_3_£sL
International Gypsy Dell
t Complete Mexican MealHearty Soup* & Salads\ Homemade Desserts**l Saturday evenings, livefy music with GavinTues-Thurs 11:30-10p.m.
Where fin. food I***** ""and modest price* , «
84 King St. North Waterloo 885-5700
UNIVERSITY g PHARMACY
Prescription Services
Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri 9:30 a.m. — 9:00 p.m.
Wednesday 9:30 a.m.— 7:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:30 a.m.— 6:30 p.m.
Special Clearance
Bauer and Black Mens & Women's SportSocks
$129 per pair
258 KING ST. N. 885-2530 WATERLOO, ONT.
NEW REVOLUTIONS
LAN MATTHEWS
by Greg Brown
Lan Matthews is no stranger to the
music-loving public. Throughout
his career, he has consistently opted
for the musical integrity and
freedom that come with a lesser
measure of fame and fortune—
sometimes that choice has meant
minimizing on his own commercial
success.
On his own, lan recorded a solo
album, IfYouSaw Thro' MyEyes, in
January 1971, which was self-
penned except for three cuts. The
next album, Tigers Will Survive,
established the style and quality of
music for which Matthews has
become known. Journey From
Gospel Oak followed, but was
rejected by the record company
initially, and was subsequently
released over a year later on a
different label
lan's latest release, Spot of Inter-
ference was once again recorded for
Rockburgh (via RSO/Polygram in
Canada). Although it was recorded
in England, lan is currently living in
Seattle, Washington. The entire
album has a strong rock feeling and
at the same time showcases
Matthews' voice, retaining its
folk/acoustic sound.
One of the tracks on Spot of
Interference" is titled "I Survived
the Seventies"; not only does this
songkeep Matthews in tune withthe
eighties, but it also could serveas his
own theme song.
Valdy
by Steve Gross
This is Valdy's latest offering and
it is definately a good album. He is
no longer withthe Hometown Band
but he is backed up by a new group
called the ClaireLawrence Band—a
remnant of the old group.
This album is different musically
from some of his earliest offerings
but the themes remain unchanged.
This album is filled with songs that
make social comments. Perhaps the
best song on the album is Thank God
He's a Stranger. He laments the
apathy and lack of concern the
society shows to the victims of
injustice. Another song speaks
about divorce and tlieproblems that
result for the children.
The song Easy Money talks about
the difficulties in acquiring so-called
easy money. It is the cut on the
album with the most rock and roll
orientation.
The Claire Lawrence Band does a
really good job backing Valdy and
the music is truly excellent. It is a
good album to listen to and to buy.
Additions to WLU Student Directory
Al Brown
23-23 Austin Dr.
886-8466
Julie Glass'
22 Hickory St. W. apt. B
Waterloo
885-3939
John Jackowetz
10 Cardill Crescent
884-3217
Jim Klrby
143 Columbia St. W., Unit E 5
Waterloo
886-0299
Catherine Palmer
rm. 119 Euler Hall
WLU Waterloo
884 4391
Rose Ralmondo
369 Erb St. W. no. 4
Waterloo
886-8245
Larry Rice
Apt. 1, 397 Hazel St.
Waterloo
886-7089
Barbara Ryan
28 Young St. W. Bmt.
Wloo.
884-1243
Heinz Schaerer
Box 373 Little House, WLU
884-1852
Rosemary Schmidt
2-58 Albert St., Wloo.
886-7821
courtesy of Student Publications and the Cord Weekly
Ken Strauss
549 Brookhaven
886-7657
Phyllis Taggart
28 Young St. W. Bsmt.
Wloo.
884-1243
Steve Wlldle
524 E Brookhaven Cres.
888-6488
Rob Pegg
35-154 Erb St.
Wloo.
886-8028
Shawn Koshowskl
35-154 Erb St.
Wloo,
886-8028
to be...
CONCERTS
JAN 22
FM showcases their new album
"City of Fear" at the Waterloo
Motor Inn. Doors open at 8:00 pm.
and tickets are. $4.00 for Fed.
members and $5.00 for others.
•Professor Paul Cornell will discuss
"Ontario Towns, Regions and Sub-
cultures,— this evening at 7:00 p.m.
at the Kitchener Public Library.
JAN 23, 24
Spend an evening with the
madman of classical music, P.D.Q.
Bach. He will perform with the
Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony
Orchestra Friday and Saturday,
January 23 and 24at 8:00pm. at The
Centre in the Square. The program
includes P.D.Q. Bach's "Schleptet",
"Piano Concerto versus Orchestra",
"EineKleine Nichtmusik" and "The
Gross Concerto". Tickets cost
$7.50, $10.00 and $12.50 from The
Centre in the Square box office, 578-
-1570.
JAN. 25
•Enjoy a program of music by
Haydn and Schubert, performed by
the K-W String Quartet, this
afternoon at 2:30 p.m. This free
concert is made possible through the
Music Performance Trust Funds,
Local No. 226, A. F. ofM. Kitchener
Public Library.
JAN 29
Music at noon will feature Irving
Ilmer, violin-Boyd McDonald,
piano. Concert will be held at 12
noon in the Theatre Auditorium.
Admission is free and everyone
welcome.
SMALL CLUBS
•The Vegetarian club of the
University of Waterloo is holding 7
cooking demonstration workshops.
Are you a vegetarian or trying to be
one? Learn to prepare savories,
chutneys, halva, curries and even
vegeburgers. Gain complete
vegetarian understanding by
tongue, belly and mind. Come
hungry! Bring a friend, it's free. The
vegetarian club meets in the Psyth
building at U pf W in the 3rd floor
lounge at 6:00 p.m.
JAN 27
•Preiria Seraaj Yoga Society is
holding yoga and mediation classes
covering physical, cultural and
philosophical aspects. The class
meets every Tuesday from 7:00 p.m."
until 9:00 p.m. in the upper
classroom of the athletic complex.
There is no admission charge;
donation only.To register, come to. the class on Tuesday, Ja. 27.
JAN 30
•At 6:30 p.m. there is the Chinese
New Year's banquet in the dining
hall. All thefood will beprepared by
Chinese cooks and dishes will
include; Chinese style beef, curry
chicken and bean curd. There will be
a ritual performance after dinner
followed by a dance. Tickets are
available in the Concourse Jan. 26th
and 27th. Non-CSA, single $4.50,
couples $8.00. Everyone welcome.
FEB 2
•There will be an annual Romance
Soiree in the Theatre Auditorium. It
is an evening of romance music
sponsored by the Music Faculty
Student Society. Wine and cheese
will be served. Tickets $1.00
JAN 30
Evening concert will feature
Concerto Concert 1. Concert will be
held at 8 pm. in the Theatre
Auditorium. Admission free.
BRUCE COCKBURN, a
Canadian singer and songwriter is in'
concert at The Centre in the Square
at 8:00 pm. Tickets are $7.00, $8.00
and $9.00
FILMS
JAN 29
THE DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS,
based on the novel by John
Wynham and short-subject: THE
SAND CASTLE will be shown in
the Humanities Theatre at U of W.
Show starts at 8:00 pm.
SEMINARS
JAN. 26
• Professor Terry Downey of the
University of Waterloo Political
Science Department will discuss
Gilbert Labine at 12 noon today.
Lunch is available for $1.25 by
calling 743-0271 in advance.
Kitchener Public Library.
JAN. 27
•Professor Robert Prus discusses the
problems of regulating devianceand
settling disputes in our society, in
this sociological course, at 7 p.m.
Kitchener Public Library.
JAN 28
John Fraser of the Globe and
Mail in Toronto, will speak about
the book 'The Chinese. He will
speak at 3 p.m. in the Turret lounge
of the student union building.
Refreshments and casual
conversation will follow. Admission
is free and everyone is welcome.
JAN. 29
•Professor'Paul Cornell will discuss
"Sault Ste. Marie as a Prototype"
and "Forest andMine", this evening
at 7:00 p.m. Kitchener Public
Library.
JAN 30
Lecture by Chester Duncan,
author, critic and composer, on
'Humour in Writing about Music.
Lecture will be held in the Theatre
Auditorium at 1 pm. Admission free
and everyone welcome.
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Angies Kitchen Ltd.
47 ERB ST., WLOO.,
ST. AGATHA
"Delicious Home CookedMeals"
886-2540 886-6250
KENT HOTEL
59King North
(Walking Distance from WLU)
OPEN SUNDAYS
12:00 a.m. — 10:00 p.m.
BZZA SEE3AL
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday*
2 item, 4 sßce pizza
$125
ntvees puries* people, voces swohbsbexno coei
M____—___—__—»___■_■■_____—————————————«——————j
Tuesday Night at the Movie
BEING THERE
Tues Jan 27 Rm IEI 7&10 pm $2.00
Coming Soon: DRESSED TO KILL
SPORTS
Laurier Crushes Ryerson
By Fred McCauley
The W.L.U. hockey"Hawks have
outscored their opposition 20-4over
the past twp games following their
latest romp over Ryerson, 9-1 last
Wednesday. The score speaks for
itself as the Hawks totally
dominated this floundering team;
but the Hawks should look forward
to much stiffer opposition in the
next couple of weeks. Leading
Laurier with two goals were Dan
McCafferty, and Mark James while
singles went to Bill Cameron, Don
Poulter, Paul McSorley, JimTowle
and Jeff Clarke.
The Hawks will face their
toughest oppostion of the schedule
in the next four games as they play
Guelph, Toronto, McMaster and
Western. All these teams except
McMaster are ahead of Laurier in
the standings and with the Hawks
just four points out of first place,
they have a real chance of gaining
ground on the top teams. The
Hawks have shown in the past that
they can skate with the better teams
and with a lot of hard work and
some luck, theyshould comeup with
their share of victories.
The York Yeomen currently hold
down first place in the OUAA
Hockey league. York's goalsforand
against record is comparable to
Laurier's so it isconceivable thatthe
Hawks could take a run at first
place. The Hawks record now stands
at 8-6-1 sothey haveto keep winning
if they ever hope to do this. It is
fortunatethat thesenext fourcrucial
games will be played at home, the
first one will be played tonight at 8
p.m. The Hawks play Guelphat the
auditorium and a large Laurier
turnout is absolutely essential. The
Hawks then play the tough Toronto
Blues this Saturday at 2 p.m. and
Laurier fan support is especially
important for this game.
PIC
BY
JOHN
PEASE
Carting O'Keefe Player of the Month. Captain Daryl Benjamin.
Award presented by Carting representative Mike Cressman.
Powder Keg (Puff) Football. More Stretchers than Scores.
PIC
BY
RODGER
TSCHANZ
Powder Puff Rough
This past weekend was the
beginning of the Third Annual
Powderpuff Football Tournament.
As in the previous years, the foot-
ball field was separated into two
fields and the teams separated into
two divisions.
In the first game, theBruisers beat
the Rowdies by a score of 10-0. This
match wasan indicatorof thecalibre
of play which the girls were capable
of playing at.
The next set of games were between
the 69'ers and the Armadillos; and,
the Tigers and the Eagles. The high
spirited Armadillos played a less
aggressive form of football and the
69'ers beat them 20-0. The Eagles
had problems against the Tigers
losing 28-0. However, they showed
considerable physical endurance as
thegirls played both ways and were
still contesting the gameathalf time.
The 2:00 games were between the
stronger teams ofboth divisionsand
illustrated the considerable abilities
of all teams. In Division A, athe
69'ers gave up a T.D. when they
"quicked kicked" on the lastplay of
the game and Leeming's team ran
the ball down to score. The 69'ers
came out ahead by a scoreof 13-6.In
the B Division, the Tigers and
Bruisers played an exciting game
with the Bruisers coming close just
failing to tie the game. The final
score of that game was 10-7 in
favour of the Tigers.
The game between the Rowdies
and the Eagles had both teams
playing 8 a side, in yet another
match. TheRowdies got intoa quick
lead and finished the game with an
18-0 win.
The games played Sunday were
the end of the "regular season."The
Tigers beat the Rowdies finishing in
Ist place of Division B. The Bruisers
got off to a shakey start but quickly
recovered allowing the Eagles
one T.D., score, 34-7. The last game
of the day was between Leeming's
Those GuelphAthletic
Complex Blues
by Tony Goerzen
The dust is beginning to settle
from a controversy which has been
raging at the Univaersity Of Guelph.
The athletic department has been
given the go-ahead by the university
board for an athletic complex
costing some $9 million. The
problem, of course, is funding the
project.
So far, the university has
committed $3 million to the project
from their capital fund-raising drive
which grossed an approximate $15
million. In addition, Guelph
Athletic Director Gib Chapman
says that he feels confident that
Wintariowill grant them another $3
million. The athletic department
feels that the remainder should
come from the studentbody. A few
weeks ago, a referendum was held
on Guelph's campus to decide
whether or not the studentsalso feel
that they should make up the
difference. In the largest turnout of
voters in Guelph's history (nearly
one half of the 10,500 students
enrolled), the Yes campaign won by
a mere 88 votes. This means that the
administration has a mandate to
collect $3 million over the next 20
years in the form of an athletic fee
for something which has" no
committee in charge, no blue-prints,
or anything else concrete—just a
promise. In real terms, this is$24 per
student per year for the next 20
years. Many students feel that their
costs are high enough as they are,
and that it is unfair to charge them
824 a year for something that they
will not see completed in their time
at Guelph. So, to ease the burden,
the Student Union is sponsoring a
"Wipe-out Pub" is designed to raise
money on the students' behalf. Still,
only a few thousand could be
generated by the pub which is a far
cry from $3 million.
There is no one who will deny,
however, the need for a newathletic
complex. The present complex was
built in 1958 for a population of
2400 students. Since then, Guelph's
enrollment has inceased four-fold
and so has the use of the facilities.
According to the Athletic Director
of Guelph, intramurals alone bring
6300 students a week into the
complex. Also it is important tonote
that interest fees and inflation
increase the costof the project by an
estimated $3600 a day. There is a
definite need for quick decisions on
the proposed complex.
What has been envisioned by the
athletic department is a field house
with an indoor track and basketball
or tennis courts inside, 10 racquet
courts, a pool and a rink. It will be
available to the student body, the
public, and even other universities.
Mr. Chapman usedthe example that
ifLaurier wanted to use the indoor
track to train a varsity team, we
would be welcome (for a price).
In reality, however, not a spade
will break the turfuntil next spring
at the very earliest. Completion
estimates range from 4 to 5 years if
events do work out and no more
road blocks are encountered.
According to one Guelphstudent,
this entire situation was "quite big
for a while," but now feelings have
died down and hopefully everyone
will be happy with what has been
and will be accomplished.
A2 Women's Champs
by Mary Mountain
A2Conrad proved themselves to
be the best team in the Women's
Intramural Volleyball Games at
Laurier. Last Sunday night, the
competitors in the semi-finals and
finals were defeated as the A2
Allstars, tired in body but
unbreakable in spirit, fought for the
title.
At first the A2girls doubted they
could win even one game, for the
players were in sad shape. Halfwere
tired and sore from football that
afternoon and the other half were
just tired.The first gameof thesemi-
finals against C3was lost by theA2
AUstars, but not by a wide margin.
The competitive spirit was sparked
in the girls by the first game, and the
next two gameswere won. They had
reached the finals!
At 8:00, a considerably more
energetic and determined team
prepared themselves to play the
winners of the semi-finalround, the
C2Manhandlers. In the finals, three
out of five games had to be won in
order to claim the championship,
unlike previous games where two
out of three meant victory.
The first game was an
unbelievably easy win of 15-2for the
Allstars. The second game, though
the competition proved to be more
difficult, was clinched-fairly easily
by the A2girls. However, as tension
increased, co-operation and control
began to falter in the team. The next
two games in succession were lost to
the C2Manhandlers. The intensity
of both teams was unmistakable as
the championship of the Conrad V-
Ball Tournament depended on the
fifth game. Both teams somewhat
lacked their earlier calmness, and
unnecessary blunders were made on
both sides. However, A2in general
controlled the ball better than C2,
and won the gameby a close margin,
15-12. They were thus rewarded for
their teamwofk and stamina by
winning the Women's Intramural
Volleyball Championship.
Tuesday B-Ball
The beginning of a new year not
only signals the beginning of a new
term but also a new basketball
season for coach DonSmith and his
team.
This year the league had made
Tuesday night Basketball night at
Laurier. Six games will be played
each Tuesday, during the season,
each beginning at 8 p.m. This is a
change from previous campaigns
when games were slated on either
Saturday or Wednesdays.
Even though a new time and day
have been set, the admission price
remains the same. The W.L.U
student card is your passport for all
GoldenHawks home games. So take
advantage of your pass and follow
the Hawks every Tuesday Night.
Next action at the Athletic
Complex is on February 3, whenthe
Golden Hawks entertain the Guelph
Gryphons.cont. on p. 15
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DIVISION 1 DIVISION
1. 69'ers
2.Leeming
3. Armadillos
1. Tiger?
2. Bruisers
3. Eagles
4. Rowdies
TNUC Leads Intramural Hockey
by Joe Malec
Indecent Assault raced into the
Molson Canadian end, Rudd,
standing unmolested in front of the
net, batted the puck down with his
hand and shot past a sprawled
Canadian goalie to score the
opening goal on Mondy January 12
to give Indecent Assault an early 1-0
lead.
Indecent Assault managed to
have three more goals scored by
Richards, Rudd and Donnelle to
gain a 4-1 lead by the end of the first
period. Williams picked up the lone
goal for the Canadians midway
through the period when he shot
from behind thenet and hadhis shot
slip past the goalie on a lucky
bounce.
In the second, Bauer added to the
Assault total by scoring within the
first minute on a slapshot from
fifteen feet out. While Banton,
playing in his second game of the
season, was sitting off for tripping,
Hobal scored a power play goal for
Assault. Also in the second, Assault
scorers McKenzie, Fraser and
Charmeski helped assault to take a
commanding 9-1 lead.
Mayo helped reach double-digits
and Rudd scored an empty net goal
giving Indecent Assault an 11-1 win
as they obliterated the Molson
Canadians, retaining theri
undefeated status.
The second game hadthe TNUC's
and.Smedley's Helmuts squaringoff
in a relatively clean, free-wheelin'
game.
The opening period featured
effective forechecking, back-
checking, defence and goal-tending
and the TNUC's emerged witha 1-0
lead after the first 20minutes ofplay
on an unassisted goal by Hopkins at
10:21. It was a power play score as
Gilbert sat off for holding.
The same type of hockey was
sustained through thesecond period
with much end to end action. Smart
counted at 7:04 to increase the lead
to 2-0. A miscue on the part of the
Helmut goalie in trying to clear the
puck resulted in an unassisted goal
for Orr as he gingerly slid the puck
into the far corner. After this third
goal, the Helmuts lost much oftheir
steam and enthusiasm.
In the third, Dalhouse increased
the score to 4-0before Healy put the
Helmuts on the board. One and a
half minutes later, Middkup
counted one and Clarke followed
with 2 to lift the TNUC's to a 7-1
victory over Smedley's Helmuts.
The win allowed the TNUC's to
regain hold of theall important first
place in the overall standings from
the 9 Million Dollar Unit who
temporarily held that position.
On Tuesday night, the
Gamecocks started the game short-
handed as Penchella was called for
roughing in the first series of plays
against the Beavers. The Gamecocks
managedto successfully kill off their
first penalty. But no sooner had they
killed off the penalty when Curtis
scored against them. Curtis scored
his second goal after a nifty little
move just inside the bluelineand slid
the puck along the ice into the short
side.
The second period was high-
lighted by a plethora offast-skating,
end to end rushes, a few penalties
and no goals.
As the thrid period progressed,
the Beavers became noticably more
tired. Even the outstanding
acrobatic goaltending of Paul
Glebbe could not hold back the
explosive Gamecocks as they clicked
for a total of fourunanswered goals
in the third. The final three scorers
were Carnegie, Fenning and
Penchella. Final score—s-2.
The second game on Tuesday had
Al Steaksauce (new sweaters and all)
face-off against AIW & Bl
Buckeyes.
The first period ended in a 1-1 tie
as McFarlane counted for
Steaksauce with Brickman replying
on a power play goal while Turner
sat off for interference at 5:43.
Bartolin came back four minutes
later and lifted one high over a
sprawled John Karr to even the
score at two. Tow quick goals by
Deverett gave the Steaksauce squad
a 4-2 lead going into the third.
As the game wound down,
Steaksauce fought back as Bartolinr
(with his second)and Cassidy scored
tow minutes apart to bring the score
to 5-4. Then, with fifty-one seconds
remaining, Turner "put the icing on
the cake" by scoring on an empty net
goal to ensure the win for Al
Steaksauce.
Final score—Al Steaksauce 6,
AIW & Bl Buckeyes 4.
Playoffs Dimming
by Bill Praught
After jumping out to an
impressive 3-1 start in league action
before Christmas, theLaurier men's
volleyball team has seen its playoff
hopes begin to fade after successive
losses to the University of Waterloo
Warriors and the Western
Mustangs. The losses leave the
Hawks with .500 record and a share
of third place with the Mustangs
behind the University of Guelph at
6-0 and U ofW at 5-1.
At Waterloo's PAS on Jan. 9, the
Hawks has their most inconsistent
showing of the year as they suffered
a 3-2 defeat. It seemed Laurier
showed up late and left early as the
Warriors took control early with 15-
-3, 15-5 victories before the Hawks
began to play near their potential,
posting 15-11, 15-12wins. However,
in the fifth gamean uncharacteristic
case of late-match nerves afflicted
the Hawks and U of W posted an
easy 15-5 victory and gained sole
possession of second place in
western division standings.
The loss in Waterloo made the
match against Western on January
16 even more crucial as the Hawks
attempted to stay close behind the
Warriors heading into their re-
match at season's end. If toldprior
to the match that they would play
what may be their best match ever,
those following the Hawks wouldbe
tempted to be more than just match
sticks on a Laurier victory over the
Mustangs, who had been struggling
before Christmas. The Hawks did
just that but ended up on the short
end of a 3-0 verdict at the hands of
the Western club. The scores of 16-
-14, 15-12, 15-12 attest to the
closeness of the match as the
Mustangs who, according to their
coach, could play no better, gained
just enough of an edge to take the
match before Laurier could mount a
comeback.
Although the losses stack the odds
against the Hawks' chances of
making the playoffs in late
February, victoriesin theirfinal four
matches should assure Laurier such
a berth. Such afinish will not beeasy
as the Hawks must face the
undefeated Guelph Gryphons at U
of G and the Warriors here in the
season finale. However, if the
Hawks play volleyball like they did
against Western last Friday, they
should be in playoff contention at
season's end.
TheCarling O'Keefe Player of the
Game Award has been handed out
for the December 4 match against
the Guelph Gryphons. Rookie
spiker Tom Lawrence has been
awarded the honour by coaches
Chris Coulthard and Mike
Cressman.
After their home match against
the Brock Badgers tomorrow night
the Hawks head down to Perm State
University to compete in their
annual tournament. Laurier is
placed in a pool with the University
of Pittsburgh and the University of
Pennsylvania and should do very
well if they play their best, as
Ontario clubs have tradition of
successfully competing south of the
border.
Right now, however, all the
remaining matches in the OUAA
season become crucial for the
Hawks, and that starts tomorrow
night at 8 p.m. in the AC against
Brock. You can be sure the Hawks
will be out to regain the winning
form ofthe early season in their last
home game before February 13. Be
there!
Tamiae Hockey
by MarkKuderian
Chris Lomore
In games played January 11,Bus.
1 thumped Bus. 2 by the score of9-3
while Bus. 10 won by default over
Bus. 3.
Smith, Young and Thorn each
scored twicefor Bus. 1.Singles went
to Hundt, Tottle and Brickman.
Holden, Otto and Kennedy replied
for Bus. 2.
Games January 14 saw Bus. 9
edge Bus. 4, 7-6 while Bus. 5 tripped
Bus. 8 by the score of 5-1.
Scoring for Bus. 9 were
McDonald, Meyers, Healy, Fisher
and Chadder. Jerry Cascon marked
his return to Tamiae hockey by
bagging a pair of goals -for the
winners. McCorquindale and
Winger planted 2 goals each for the
losers. McGillivary and Curtis
added 1 a piece.
Unbeaten Bus. 5 got goals from
MacFarland, Lackie, Fenning,
Simpson and Kroyanouski,
Wildinson replied for Bus. 8.
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DID YOU MISS
HAVING YOUR
GRADUATION
PICTURE TAKEN?
phone
PHOTOGRAPHERS
745-8637
259 KING ST. WEST, KITCHENER
_ff\__
9 In Centre Stage B
jj Teenage Head E
M Friday & Saturday E
■ Good Brothers B
1 Try The Pit On Tues. & Wed, nights.
| Coronet 11 Motor Hotel fl
871 Victoria St. North, Kitchener JU
Wj r\p\' Advance Tickets V^ir T l i' a»ail«tola m the 1Xjff- WLUSU office.1> Thursday *" <€ fDENNIS LEPAGE
and
STATION ROAD
WLU $2.00 NON $2.50
Friday
S.A.M. Board DJ
§gft__day
Roundup in the Turret Saloor
[ coming soon: FM
CARRY ON
BOOKS
CASH PAID FOR
SCIENCE FICTION
COMICS AND RECORDS
WANTED
Open 10 am. — 9 pm Dally
& 10 am. — 6 pm. Saturday
32 KING ST. N., WLOO
MERLIN NEW &
USED FURNITURE
King St. N. Waterlor
(1 mile north of
Conestoga Mall)
Sds-2931
squad and the Armadillos, the latter
team being unsuccessful and
finishing in third position in their
division.
Refereeing was provided by Rod
Connop, Bob Yeomans, Rob
Watson, Neil Ostram, Dave Rose,
Greg Newbourough, Jack Davis,
Dan Kirby, Piney, and Mike Angus.
Next weekend should prove very
exciting and the scores should be
close. The playoff schedule will beas
follows:
11:00 Eagles & Armadillos
11:00 69'ers & Bruisers
12:00 Tigers & Leeming
1:00 Consolation Final
2:30 Championship game
Labatt's will be covering the
action of the Championship game!
So for an exciting Saturday
afternoon which should prove a
super warm-upfor Sunday's Super-
bowl, come out to the football field
and cheer on your favourite team!
Another Record for McAra
by Rick Pajor
It appears that every time WLU
middle distance runner Mike Mc
Ara steps onto the track, anew mark
is etched into the Laurier record
book.
Last fall he became the first
Golden Hawk ever to be clocked
under twominutes in the 800 meters,
as he strode to an 1:59.5finish in the
event. Two weeks later he chose the
OUAA championships at Sudbury
to lower his outdoor standard.
Both clockings also bettered Bill
Morrison's existing indoor mark,
however, since McAra's time was
established outdoors Morrison's
record stood.
That technicality was erased last
weekend as Mc Ara clipped 1.1
seconds off the previous record of
2:00.6. The second year trackster
completed the 800 meters in one
minute 59.5 seconds as he placed
fourth in his specialty. Mc Ara also
finished third in the 3000 meters
registering a time of 9:16.
Next action for the entire track
squad is this weekend when Coach
Ray Koenig and his crew travel to
York for that school's Invitational.
Marauders Humble Hawks
by Wayne O'Hanley
The mens basketball Hawks were
looking to improve on their 1-1
conference record when the
McMaster Marauders came to town
on January 13, but it was not to be.
The visitors, armed with a tenacious
press and solid outside shooting,
drubbed the locals 85-49 before
about 200 onlookers at the Athletic
Complex.
The Hawks sprinted to an early 6-
-2 lead, but soon succumbed to the
pressing tactics of the Hamilton-
based squad and turnedthe ball over
repeatedly.
McMaster managed to combine
their effective defense with several
accurate bombs to lead 35-20 at the
half.
The second half saw the
Marauders stretch their lead by
another 20 points and coast home
for the win by continuing their first
half strategy. Jim Hoyle with 22
points, and Brian Fuller with 18 led
the McMaster attack while Leon
Arendse pace the Hawks with 14
including 10 in the third quarter.
After three games,Leon leads the
team in scoring with a 19.3 points
per game average. Paul Flack has
been our top assist man and Tim
Brennon our top rebounder.
The next horn game will be played
February 3. The Hawks will host the
Guelph Gryphons.
McMaster Squash
The WLU Men's Squash team
finished in a three way tiefor fourth
place at the McMaster Invitational
this past weekend. The team had a
difficult draw, being placed in the
same division as Western. Queens
won the tournament by defeating
Western 3-2. SteveClarke ofLaurier
played particularity well, winning
both his matches and picking up the
team's only win against Western.
The team wouldalso like to thank
Steve's mom, for giving us food and
shelter for the weekend. Thanks
again Mrs. Clarke!
The next tournament is the York
University Invitational on Friday
(23rd) and Saturday (24). This will
be a good tournament and the team
expects to improve on its finishes so
far this season.
SEMIS:
QUEENS def. TORONTO 3-2
FINALS:
QUEENS def. WESTERN 3-2
POINTS
Fieldhouse
Folly
EDMONTON (CUP) -Members offour communities surrounding the
University ofAlberta are up in arms
about the proposed site for the
University World Student Games
fieldhouse.
University president Myer
Horowitz announced recently the
administration would recommend
the 10,000 seat fieldhouse be built
near the campus.
But local residents are upsetat the
prospect of the fieldhouse going up
on the site.
"We justcouldn't believe it," said
Liz Kuiken, chairperson of one of
the communities' planning
committees. "We simply don't want
the damned thing near us."
However, university officials
insist that someone will be unhappy
with any of the available sites.
"The only site that makes
complete sense to us is the Jubilee
Auditorium (parking lot) site, "said
Horowitz. The provincial
government, owner of the lot,
refused this fall to have the
fieldhouse built there.
Horowitz said the administra-
tion's proposal is now being
examined by various committees.
"I'm not going to try to shape the
decision of those committees," he
said. "Concerned community
groups can make presentations to
those committees," he said.
The fieldhouses size is a point ot
major contention. It (the proposed
fieldhouse) is four times the size of
an existing fieldhouse, according to
Kuiken.
Ron Phillips, U ofA vrcepresident
of planning, disagrees. He said
about half of the gre»n space near
the proposed site will remain after
the fieldhouse and accompanying
parkland are built.
"The university and the city have
decided to sponsor the games, and
one of the things they need is a
fieldhouse," hesaid. "It's been in the
plan for 12years. This justseems like
an opportune time to get outside
funding."
Women's Badminton
by Cathy Drummond
This Saturday Laurier hosts the Women's West II badminton
tournament. Competingschoolswill be Laurier, Western and Guelph.
Laurier's badminton team consists of: Ann LeFresne, Debbie
Holding, Martha McMillan, Kathly Leeson, Dathy Drummond,
Martha McKay with coach, Phyliss Fiskin.
Play will begin in the morning and continue through the earl.
afternoon. Spectators are WELCOME
- Continued from page 13
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QUEENS
TORONTO
WESTERN
LAURIER
McMASTER
WATERLOO
BROCK
YORK
GUELPH
10
10
9
5
5
5
1
0
0
Chip's Superbowl Predictions:
Oakland Raiders 24
Philedelphia Eagles 20
CROSS COUNTRY |
SS ski rentals
Featuring the FIBERGLAS
TRAK NO-WAX SKI ■ ■
plus LEATHER BOOTS ■ ■ %■,^%
and POLES ■■■ I
fr|my noon
fjjm » TO MONDAY
NOON
El II
pUBMAHINES PIZZA SPAGHETTI S'JBMARI
PASTAS
PIZZA
893-6366
886-2111
Pickup Delivery $1.00
402 King N Waterloo Stanley Park Mall
(King near Weber) (Ottawa near River Road)
■PASTAS 402 Kingly Waterloo & I
PIZZA Stanley Park Mall Kitchener.
minimum price
ot $3.00 wuh
this coupon.
1 coupon per pizza WLU— .«»»■« cut along h—• and mw money »«» *J
SUBMARINES PIZZA SPAGHETTI SUBMARir
[ THE CHICOPEE SKI CLUB
396 Morrison Road Kitchener, Ontario 742-5844
OPERATING HOURS
Monday -Friday 10AM. -10 PM.Monday - Thursday Members Only
5 PM. - 6:30 PM.Saturday 9 AM. - 10PM.Sunday 9 AM. - 5 PM.HOUDAYS 9 AM. - 10PM.
Free Skating — Operating Hours
DAY TICKET RATES
Mon -Fri 10AM. - 5 PM. $10.00Mon -Fri 1 PM. - 5 PM. $8.00
Mon - Thurs 6:30 P.M. - 10PM. $8.00Mon - Thurs 5 PM. - 6:30 PM. Members OnlyFri & Sat 5 PM. - 10PM. $8.00
Sat - Sun
& HOUDAYS ALL DAY RATE $12.50
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The Name Is Not The Same
But We Are
Judy and Dagmar welcome you back with a
$10.00 DISCOUNT
on your next perm or
10% OFF
ofany of their regular prices
The 122Hairstyling
Place
122KING STREET NORTH,
WATERLOO
$10.00 OFF A PERM
10% OFF ALL REGULAR PRICES
WITH THIS COUPON
[ Coupon Expires Feb. 7/81 I
______—!______—_—_—_—__—___»—_>__________________________———_—_—>
THE LEATHER INN
WINTER SALE
EVERYTHING
IN THE STORE A T LEAST
30% OFF
Stainglass hangings, 390/,, QFF
boxes and mirrors
Southern Comforts 3qo/0 - 500/0Clothing OFF
Silver Jewellery 590/0 QFF
Brass 400/0 OFF
Pine accessories
i.e. Planters, Mirrors 30% OFF
Wallshelves
The Leather Inn \
40King St. South, KI"» SI Tm ■
Waterloo, Ontario s •22!0(across from Waterloo Square) c
Wilfrid Laurier University Student Union
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
ELECTION
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
President
Vice President — Secretary
7 Arts Directors
6 Business Directors
1 Music Director
1 Grad Director
NOMINATIONS
Open: 22 JAN. 81
Close: 30 JAN. 81
ELECTION-FEBRUARY 10,1981
Forms Available In WLUSU Office
